Abstract-To describe the ability of image fractional differential in texture detail enhancement and to study the lateral inhibition principle, multiform masks for digital image fractional differential and their operation rules are discussed. The theoretical basis of fractional differential in modulation and demodulation is also analyzed. Through the derivation on the relation between fractional differential and signal time-frequency analysis, we can acquire the separability of two-dimensional fractional differential under certain conditions. Mach's phenomenon generated in image texture detail is studied by us from two aspects: optic nerve model and signal processing, to propose novel masks. Then its operating rules for digital image processing based on fractional differential are proposed. The experiments show that our scheme can effectively reserve better information of edge texture detail during the denoising process, especially for weak texture and gray with little change. The total enhancing effect is obviously superior to integer order differential operator.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital image acquisition and transmission will be interfered by the noise in different degrees. It will not only seriously influence the visual effect of image but also bring about difficulties on high-level processing, such as division, recognition, understanding, etc. Therefore, image denoising research is one of important contents in image processing. So far, domestic and overseas scholars have proposed several classical image denoising algorithms like mean filter, order statistics filter, low-pass filter, wiener filter and other filters which derive from these methods, including fuzzy filter, selfadaptive mean filter, filter based on edge features, etc [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Above filtering methods can remove noise from images to some extent but these methods will lose detailed information of image such as edge and texture, which will result in image fuzziness. The phenomenon lies that these image denoising algorithms are directly or indirectly applying integral order differentiation to construct denoising model. This kind of model will seriously eliminate high frequency information and it will lead that the images after denoising will lose amounts of detailed information including edge and texture, etc.
Fractional calculus is an important branch in mathematical analysis. It has been applied to signal analysis and processing, especially for digital image processing [6] [7] [8] . References [9] [10] mainly use fractional differential to improve high frequency component and nonlinearly reserve special quality of signals. Thus, fractional order differentiation theory is effective in image enhancement [11] . Research shows image signal has high self-similarity. In digital image, gray value between pixels is highly correlated. The processing results of one-dimensional signals by fractional order differentiation not only enhance high-frequency, but also reserve the low-frequency and DC information of signal. So we can naturally predict that fractional order differentiation of two-dimension image signal can enhance high-frequency edge information with relatively large gray value change. Besides, it can reserve its lowfrequency and nonlinearly enhance detailed information of texture without large change in its smoothing area as much as possible.
Therefore, we attempt to apply fractional order differentiation theory to image denoising and proposing the image denoising algorithm. This method breaks away traditional image denoising method based on integral integration order. Iterative method is applied to control image de-noise effect to keep detailed information of image, by setting a smaller fractional integration order to construct corresponding image de-noise model, such as edge and texture during image denoising. This paper deduces and analyzes the relationship between fractional order differentiation and other classic time-frequency researches, so as to analyze the separability of twodimensional fractional order differentiation under certain conditions. On this basis, theoretical principles of fractional order differentiation for signal modulation and demodulation are discussed. The physical significance of fractional order differentiation in dynamic system is also proposed. Then we study the receptive field model of image fractional order differentiation. In addition, we analyze special Mach's phenomenon of image texture detailed information from two perspectives: visual neural model and signal processing. Finally, various fractional order differentiations and its operation rules in digital image processing are discussed. The experimental results show that the effect of image fractional order differentiation operation is obviously superior to image integral order differentiation operation when extracting and enhancing texture detailed information in smooth region. It is very outstanding for image processing with rich texture information. We have successfully implement some image fractional order differentiations on some actual cases. By comparison and analysis on the experimental results, the performance of improved scheme is fully certified.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Relation Derivation between Fractional Differential and Time-frequency Analysis
First-order Fourier change [12] st is approaching the normal weight distribution of WignerVille. So it provides the theoretical basis for fractional differential to be applied on signal modulation and demodulation. Fractional differential satisfies the inhibition principle so it can be implemented in twodimension image processing. Theories and related experiments have demonstrated fractional differential can extract the detail information of textures, whose effect is prominent especially for richly textured images [13, 14] .
C. Mathematical Model of Lateral Inhibition and Edge Extraction
The moment of receptive field stimulation is very sensitive to changes on time. When providing and withdrawing the light, there is big up and down in firing frequency. Receptive field stimulation is particularly sensitive to chiaroscuro edge, which shows smooth stimulus period. This special sensitive character of ganglion cells to space chiaroscuro edge can be used to explain the Mach's phenomenon, as is shown in figure 1. 
Since the receptive field of human is the type of centre-excitement when 01 h S  , we get ( ) ( )
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When the width of receptive field is less than the area for physical light changing, we have
Similarly, at location c ,
After variable substitution,
Without loss of generality, we get
Then the viewpoint of signal processing can be used to analyze the Mach's problem.
III. DIGITAL IMAGE SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT METHOD BASED ON FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL
A. Theoretical Analysis of Numerical Implementation
Without loss of generality, we take 0.5 v  order differential of the sawtooth wave and the square wave signal as examples. Their experiment results are shown in figure 2 . By analysis of these two figures, though there are different definitions of fractional differential in mathematical function, all of them should satisfy the following characters:
The value of fractional differential in flat sections corresponds to the maximum value of singular transition which approaches zero gradually. While any integer order differential in flat sections must be zero.
The fractional differential at gray ladder or starting point of the slope is not zero, which strengthens the highfrequency information
The value of fractional differential along the slopes is not zero or constant, while that of integer differential is a constant Thus, the fractional differential can reserve part of low-frequency contour information, when strengthening the image signal and detailed information of the texture. Compared to integer differential, fractional differential has favor in extracting edges and keeping contours. The richly textured signals contain highly self-similar fractal information. So during the process of strengthening texture details, fractional differential has its advantage in theory. In addition, since the fractional differential at flat gray area is not necessarily zero. After fractional differential the images will get relatively thicker edge transition than integer differential.
B. Antagonism Analysis and Texture Details Extraction
According to the character of Fourier change, its one-
in frequency region. By extension we can acquire the equivalent form of n-order fractional differential in Fourier change region:
In complex region its index form is: In formula 14, we can think the physical meaning of signal fractional differential is generalized phase and amplitude modulation. The amplitude changes with the exponent of frequency ingredient and its phase is generalized Hilbert change of frequency. So the problem is whether we can construct a two-dimension image operator based on fractional differential, to strengthen the texture detailed information and find the highly selfsimilar fractal information. 
C. Approximate Structure
Generally, we apply the differential expression of unary function to two-dimension. The x-direction and ydirection of two-dimensional fractional differential [12] are defined as:
It can be seen that for the approximation of partial differential for function ( , ) f x y , the parameter value of each corresponding sum item are the same. Thus, they can sequentially replace zero value in nn  all-zero matrix. According to above two formulas, we can construct 33  fractional differential mask operator. It is used to work on the negative direction of x-axis and the positive direction of y-axis in two-dimension images, as shown in figure 3(a) and (b) . By analogy we acquire two mask operators of the negative direction of y-axis and the positive direction of x-axis. So the operators can be used to perform fractional differential to image ( , ) f x y . With the consideration of influence caused by pixels in diagonal direction, the mask operators need to be added to left and right diagonal direction, to enhance the antirotation performance. In addition, there are 4 mask operators in vertical direction of left diagonal and right diagonal. So there are totally 8 mask operators in all directions. They are added to get the final mask as figure 3(e). The digital image processing is based on the process of discrete pixels. The computing rule of fractional differential uses the scheme of fractional differential convolution to make spatial filtering. Its mechanism is that the digital images waiting for process will be covered point by point. The numerical computing rule of digital gray image is described in the following figure and it is similar to the rules in the negative direction on x-axis.
(a) There is only constant coefficient of fractional differential mask in 8 directions. Its coordinate ( , ) xy and pixel ( , ) s x y waiting for fractional differential must be kept coincided.
(b) Multiply the parameter value of fractional differential mask by gray value of their corresponding pixels. Then all the products are added to acquire the weighted sum.
(c) Since the gray value of digital image is between 0 and 255, we need limit the amplitude of the weighted sum. When its value is less than 0 the amplitude is zero; when it is more than 255, the amplitude is 255. (d) The limited weighted sum will be performed fractional differential mask respectively as the processing results in 8 directions. That is also the approximation of n-order fractional partial differential of ( , ) s x y . (e) To obtain a complete digital image after fractional differential, we should repeat above steps and traverse overall width of the image. So the approximation of norder fractional partial in 8 directions can be calculated.
During the translation by pixel, in order not to make the line or row of fractional differential out of the image plane, we must keep the distance from image edge pixels to the center point of fractional differential mask less than 1 2 n  pixels. That is, 1 n  lines or rows of image edge do not need fractional differential.
IV. ANALYSIS ON SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Texture Detail Strengthening
During detailed operations, in order that image fractional order differentiation can have better rotation invariance, this paper simultaneously selects four fractional order differentiation mask operators with x , y , the right diagonal and the left diagonal to respectively calculate image, ( , ) xy pixel point and its neighborhood area. Then, results of four algorithms are compared and the maximized value is taken as gray value in fractional order differentiation of ( , )
xy . To obtain a clearer improved image, the original image needs to be superimposed between points with its corresponding pixel point gray value of fractional order differentiation. For the fractional order differentiation processing of RGB color image, it needs fractional order differentiate its component R, G, B and synthesize RGB color image. Three fractional mask operators of x , y , the top right corner and the top left corner, selected by following experiments in this paper are shown as figure 5 .
From the experiments we know that: first, twodimensional image fractional order differentiation operator in this paper has strong rotation invariance; secondly, compared to enhancement operator of traditional digital image based on integral order differentiation, fractional order differentiation enhances texture detailed information in smooth region of image, which enhancs high-frequency information of image and keeps low-frequency outline informatione. Towards the image which is rich in detailed texture information, its detailed texture enhancing effect is very prominent.
Since fractional order differentiation of image has powerful detailed texture information enhancement, it can be naturally believed that fractional order differentiation can be applied in biomedical image, medical CT image and satellite remote sensing image. Among them, the experimental results of different enhancement methods on pleural medical image are shown as figures 6. In order to testify the effect of n-order differentiation mask enhancement on image texture detail, the image obtained by various algorithm processing is respectively vertical projected, to analyze their envelop distribution as figure 7 .
From figure 7 , we can know that n-order differentiation mask keeps low-frequency outline information to some extent and it reserves the envelop distribution of gray vertical projection on original image, when enhancing high-frequency edge information of original image, which will not cause high frequency of image to be totally white. Compared to traditional image processing algorithms based on integral order differentiation, n-order differentiation mask enhances texture detail characteristics in nonlinearity and it will not cause smooth region to become totally black. So n-order fractional mask has capability of nonlinear enhancement texture detailed information. It can keep integral lowfrequency outline information of image and enhance high-frequency edge information with large-range change of gray on image. Meanwhile, it also enhances texture detailed information of small-range change degree in image gray. 
B. Comparisons of Different Order Differentiation Mask Operators
In order to testify the effect of image matching, this paper selects a group of target images to be rotated and scaled. Then, it selects fractional mask operators with different sizes to test the matching effec with our improved algorithm under the condition of rotation and scaling. From figure 8 we find that, after fractional order differentiation is processed, the image will become clearer and texture detail will be more obvious. While the processing result with order 0.8 appears strong sharpening effect. To evaluate this effect from quantitative perspective, we adopt information entropy and average gradient as image evaluating parameter. The experimental results are shown in table 1.
As shown in figure 8 and table 1, firstly, the average gradients of all processing methods are improved. It indicates that fractional order differentiation can enhance image definition and improve its quality. Average gradient obtained by fractional order differentiation is twice as much as its original image. Its high average gradient indicates that improved project can obtain better image definition. Secondly, for all processing methods, their information entropies are improved. It indicates that fractional order differentiation can enhance image edge and texture detail. The information entropy obtained by fractional order differentiation is higher than its original image. It indicates that fractional order differentiation can obviously enhance image texture detail and approximate to the best effect under appointed orders. Finally, image (b) and (c) are also analyzed to obtain the same conclusions.
By means of images comparison, we can see that extracting edge information of different order differentiation operators is basically the same. With decrease of the differentiational order, image edge information becomes clearer and fuzzy parts are obviously improved. It indicates that the noise is reduced with differentiational order reduction. We can see this method can effectively restrain the noise and it overcomes the disadvantages of traditional edge detection operator on noise sensitivity.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper respectively discusses essential reason and distinct advantage of extracting and enhancing image texture detailed information from two perspectives: signal processing and visual model. It also discusses how to construct image fractional order differentiation and its numerical realization from two aspects, such as computer digital processing and fractional order differentiation value algorithm. We study the dynamic physical significance of fractional order differentiation and deduce the relationship between fractional order differentiation and classical time-frequency analysis. Then, Gaussian difference receptive field model of image fractional order differentiation is proposed from these aspects in signal processing and neural model of biological vision. Finally, the digital image fractional order differentiation model and its operation rules are proposed. Experimental results of simulation and practical cases show that the enhancing effect of fractional order differentiation on texture detailed information in smoothing region is obviously superior to integral order differentiation operation, for image signal with rich texture detailed information.
